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Abstract. Adding runtime support for BPEL extensions typically requires (1) 
reacting to navigation events from a BPEL engine executing an extended proc-
ess model and (2) affecting the engine’s navigation behavior based on external 
triggers. This is usually achieved in a proprietary way for each engine and for 
each extension.  

In this paper, we provide a systematic approach to controlling and reacting 
to process behavior as well as growing the set of supported control points, thus 
enabling support for multiple application domains in a composable manner in a 
BPEL engine. The framework presented in this paper (1) enables a BPEL en-
gine to support extensions, even on existing BPEL processes, and (2) allows 
developers to create pluggable extension implementations that can be reused 
across multiple BPEL engines. An implementation of the approach is presented 
and used in three different projects that need widely differing extended BPEL 
capabilities.  
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1   Introduction 

Service Oriented Architectures are enabling the creation of, interaction between, and 
composition of applications as services on the network. Composition and reusability 
often go hand in hand: one composes existing services and may reuse not only the 
services but also the compositions themselves. Composition in SOA is also about 
composing extra-functional requirements related to these interactions: domain spe-
cific extensions, quality of service concerns, middleware capabilities. BPEL [24], the 
business process language in the Web services stack, has become the standard for 
composition in SOA. It focuses on specifying process behavior that can (and has 
been) implemented in a portable manner by several vendors, research groups, and 
open source consortia. The standard itself stays out of implementation specific issues; 
however, the BPEL language is extensible. Domain-specific extensions, which add 
functionality, may be seamlessly added by defining XML attributes and elements that 
tag onto BPEL constructs. Such extensions, whether directly syntactic or otherwise 
attached at runtime, complement the language’s constructs without changing their 
existing fundamental behavioral semantics. Examples include adding BPEL-SPE’s  
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sub-processes [14], BPELJ’s Java capabilities [5], BPEL4Chor’  choreography con-
nections [11], parameterization in [16] and others. The problem we aim to solve is 
that of providing a framework for adding behavioral capabilities that (1) enables a 
BPEL engine to support extensions, possibly on existing BPEL processes, and (2) 
allows developers to create pluggable extension implementations that are not depend-
ent on the particular (instrumented) engine in use. While it still requires modifying the 
code of the chosen engine(s), it provides a systematic approach to controlling and 
reacting to process behavior as well as growing the set of externally accessible control 
points.  

Several projects that add extensions to BPEL do not extend the language directly, 
but add functionality in an external manner that affects the process at runtime. [28] 
adds transactional capabilities via policy attachment; [7] enables Aspect Oriented 
Programming for BPEL; [21] plugs in (chains of) services that can fulfill the need of 
the process using semantic information; a similar functionality extension is possible 
with the approach presented in [16, 26]. BPEL Version 1.1 itself described how the 
Business Activity protocol of WS-Coordination can be used to enact the relationship 
between parent and child BPEL scopes. 

Nearly all such proposals share a common pattern: They need to (1) react to navi-
gation events from the BPEL engine executing process models that make use of ex-
tensions and (2) affect navigation based on external triggers. Consider the following 
examples of the first case: the start of an invoke activity may lead to running a secu-
rity policy [6], the end of a scope may lead a transaction to commit [28], activity life-
cycle events are sent to a visual monitoring tool [16]. For the second case, consider a 
fault that needs to be thrown to another fragment of a split BPEL scope [19], and the 
adaptation of portType/operation at runtime by an external entity/tool in [16]. The 
usual course of action has been to go into the internals of different engines and add 
such mechanisms: custom events (to which external applications react or that trigger 
change in the process navigation), invokers, lifecycle monitors [13]. This was done 
separately and in a way that did not have generalization and reuse as one of its goals. 

The extensions we focus on in this paper are behavioral changes that affect existing 
(or already extended) BPEL navigation, as opposed to core changes that impact data 
representations, or performance optimizations. The latter changes affect the engine in 
cross-cutting ways and are therefore excluded from this approach. We strongly be-
lieve they are better implemented natively within a process engine. For example, our 
approach enables adding support to BPEL engines for ACID semantics of BPEL 
scopes as introduced in BPELJ; however, it would not allow adding support for 
BPELJ’s arbitrary Java expressions.  

The approach in this paper is based on experiences from several different, and on-
going projects in our institute alone where we have found overlapping needs for the 
proposed interaction pattern with a BPEL engine. Some of these are: pluggable trans-
action models in BPEL scopes [22] using WS-Coordination; arbitrarily splitting 
BPEL processes into fragments outsourced to external partners while maintaining the 
overall process behavior [19]; adding  aspect-oriented features to BPEL [17].  

We propose pulling out the identified common behavior and providing it as a sepa-
rate component that can interact with a BPEL engine and affect its behavior accord-
ingly. The paper will describe the design of this component and its interaction with a 
BPEL engine to enable the modular addition of extension behavior to existing BPEL 
engines in a minimally obtrusive and maximally reusable manner.  
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The paper goes on to describe additional related work, followed by the event-based 
approach, a description of an implementation, and summary and future work.  

2   Related Work 

BPEL extensions have been addressed in different ways. One important modulariza-
tion paradigm  is aspect oriented programming. [7] applies the AOP approach to 
BPEL for ad-hoc process change support by defining aspects where the advices are 
BPEL code and the pointcuts are XPath expressions. Their implementation also re-
quires extending the BPEL engine to support lifecycle event interception and process 
instance navigation control; however, the extensions have not been realized in terms 
of a generic infrastructure like the one presented in this paper. The AOP approach has 
been used in other projects to enable dynamic changes in BPEL processes either in 
terms of implementation or language constructs. For example, in [8] the authors  
define process aspects for modifying process models during execution, and engine 
aspects that are pieces of code for dynamically extending the engine with logging, 
security, tracing or even new language constructs. Since the approach does not pro-
vide a common event model it does not foster reusability of the domain-specific ex-
tensions among multiple engine implementations.  

BPEL has been extended to support performance measurements and monitoring us-
ing the AOP approach in [3]. The extensions are aspects (defined as activities in 
BPEL) that perform logging of performance related parameters per process instance; 
the process engine has been instrumented to support the execution of these aspects, 
which are statically weaved on the process model level using a preprocessor.  

In [6], the authors use WS-PolicyAttachment and XPath to non-intrusively attach 
message-level and process-level policies on a BPEL process. It is implemented on 
Colombo [9] in which policy handlers are triggered by server-internal events, and 
adds BPEL activity lifecycle handler triggering events. Adaptability of processes as a 
reaction to changing QoS requirements has also been addressed in [13], with an en-
gine specific support of dynamic weaving of policies. Both approaches focus on par-
ticular engine implementations and do not rely on a generic extendable infrastructure 
or a reusable event model, hence the extensions for the concrete application domains 
are not reusable across other engine implementations. 

3   An Event-Based Solution to Reuse Infrastructure 

The approach being presented uses an event-based mechanism that requires instru-
menting the BPEL engine one wants to enable for behavioral extensions or modifica-
tions. The architecture behind our approach is presented in Figure 1. Note the ‘BC’ 
stands for Blocking with Callback as will be detailed in the next section. It supports 
interaction with and reaction to ‘controllers’ that handle the particular extensions in 
the engine’s processes. A Generic Controller is provided that is responsible for the 
events in the generic event model: the glue code ties between the event model in use 
and the native navigation model and capabilities of the engine., The event genera-
tion/consumption capabilities enable the Generic Controller to communicate with 
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Fig. 1. Approach overview  

pluggable Custom Controllers via these events. A Custom Controller does the work 
related to a specific extension: it filters the events produced by the Generic Controller 
to only those that are relevant for its specific application domain, and provides the 
necessary extension behavior. A custom controller optionally interacts with external 
subscribers involved in implementing the extension logic. The subscribers may not be 
aware of the event model and use their own transports and message formats to  
interact, such as SOAP over JMS, direct Java calls, etc. The custom controller then 
interacts with the subscriber(s) to complete the work over the chosen transport.. For 
example, an external subscriber used for AOP in [17] is an aspect weaver that inter-
acts using WS-Notification compliant messages; in [19, 25] an external subscriber is a 
coordinator that interacts over SOAP using WS-Coordination (protocol) messages.  

To support an extension, the BPEL engine must be able to (1) produce/consume 
events needed by extensions in its deployed processes and (2) enable a custom con-
troller to subscribe to some or all of the events produced by the generic controller and 
send incoming events to it. The custom controller must be able to react to and produce 
its extension’s events and implement the necessary extension behavior.  

3.1   Event Types 

The engine and a controller need to be able to send and react to events from each 
other. In order for the controller to react to events from the engine, the engine needs 
to be able to broadcast ‘Notification Events’ upon which the controller performs a 
custom action (produce another event, call a security policy, etc…). In order for an 
engine to be able to react to events while processing, it needs to be able to accept 
‘Incoming Events’. Finally, the engine needs to be able to send an event and wait for 
a callback (‘Blocking with Callback’ events, or BC events). Each BC event has a 
specific unblocking Incoming Event that the engine waits for before unblocking the 
path of the process on which the BC event was hit.  

In Section 3.5, we will illustrate the usage of these event types by looking in depth 
at the <while> BPEL activity. In the next section, we discuss the use of events in the 
engine and their association with extensions and controllers. 

3.2   Events, Extensions, and Controllers 

The specific events that an engine needs to support depend on the specific extensions 
used in each process model. Recall that an extension can be a direct syntactic extension 
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in the BPEL process itself, or could also be provided externally as part of the deployment 
information or as an attachment. To enable the engine to recognize an extension, one 
must associate each extension with the set of its needed events. The association with the 
list of events enables the engine to determine, for each deployed process, the list of Noti-
fication and BC events that custom controllers can subscribe to and a list of incoming 
event types that it has to accept. Therefore, the system must provide a mechanism (ex-
posed via a graphical tool, configuration file, etc) with which to make this mapping.  

A common event model eases the ability support a generic infrastructure for our 
approach, enabling different engines to be more systematically instrumented. Ideally, 
the event model would finally be defined in the BPEL specification itself. Based on 
our experience with BPEL runtimes and applications as well as the requirements of 
the projects that inspired this work, we defined a BPEL event model [15] derived 
from the description in the BPEL specification of how a process behaves at runtime. 
Since all BPEL engines have their own (distinct) internal navigation models, the glue-
code needs to map between the internal navigation and the generic event model. 

We expect that new kinds of events will be added as more application domains ex-
tend the base language behavior. For an instrumented BPEL engine to be reusable, 
detailed documentation of supported event types and their intended effects is critical. 
Our event model provides such documentation, creating a common base to which 
others may add. Adding new events more importantly involves modifying the glue-
code in the Generic Controller, which may involve delving deep into the intricacies of 
the engine’s navigation or simply reacting to its visible APIs depending on the com-
plexity of the needed intrusion into the navigation.   

3.3   Events in the BPEL Engine 

In this section, we first consider the events that the engine must send. These are either 
Notification Events or BC Events. Notification events are simply sent from the engine 
to any registered listeners by means of message oriented middleware. After sending 
the event, the engine continues its regular work. An example is a lifecycle event for a 
monitoring tool. 

On the other hand, BC events block the path in the process of the construct that 
produced them, causing the engine to wait for a signal from a controller before it can 
continue. No other paths of the process are affected. BC events are used in scenarios 
where the engine needs additional knowledge to decide the next navigation steps. A 
well-known example is the request made to a service bus to interact with a Web ser-
vice when a BPEL engine hits an <invoke> activity: Navigation cannot continue from 
that activity until the response message has been passed to the process engine. An-
other example is the completion of an iteration of a fragment of a loop that has been 
split across multiple process fragments: The loop fragment cannot iterate again or 
continue until all other fragments belonging to that loop (in other process fragments) 
have also completed their iteration. Therefore, the engine blocks that path until the 
controllers gives it the go-ahead. The logic behind deciding when and how to con-
tinue depends on the use case at hand and should be pluggable.  

It is important to note that a BC event will only be thrown if a custom controller 
has subscribed to it, forming a contract to send the callback event allowing the  
process to eventually unblock the path.  
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On the other hand, the engine also needs to accept incoming events, such as ‘throw 
fault in scope x’, ‘compensate scope y’ or ‘evaluate link z’. These incoming events 
from the controller always affect navigation. The difference between an incoming 
event and the callback of a BC event is that the latter is associated with a blocked 
path. Instead, incoming events can occur while the engine is navigating as normal.  

3.4   Interacting with the Engine through the Controller  

The interaction with the engine happens through the Generic Controller. However, 
there may be several controllers subscribing to the same or different events. As noted 
earlier, custom controller behavior will be different depending on the application 
domain. The system must provide a custom controller subscription mechanism. 

A custom controller subscribes to a set of event types from the engine based on its 
published list of supported event types. If it subscribes to a BC event it must also 
provide the corresponding callback event. The controller should also be able to send 
the engine the incoming events corresponding to the extension. When a process model 
has been successfully deployed, all its BC events must have a subscribed controller; 
otherwise, an ‘extension not supported’ error is thrown.   

At most one controller can subscribe to the same BC event from the same process 
instance. This  restriction is placed because, although it can be well-defined, it can 
cause undesired behavior in the controllers. This includes inconsistent state between 
the controller and the process because the controller thinks the process is (waiting) but 
the process has already been unblocked by another, race conditions, etc.  

The domain specific behavior of a custom controller is incorporated by plugging it 
into the Generic Controller. It is very well possible that the controller responsible for 
returning the callback combines logic from several others. This would result in an n-
staged hierarchy between controllers, where n is greater than 1, and the root controller 
is the one responsible for interacting with the engine for that BC event. In this paper, 
we focus on adding runtime support for new BPEL extensions with minimal disrup-
tion and maximal reuse. Future work aims to investigate handling collaborations be-
tween controllers resulting from conflicting extensions on the same process instance. 

3.5   Illustrating the Usage of Events Using <while> Loops 

We present the while loop event model, shown in Figure 2, to illustrate our approach. 
First, we discuss the events and their usage. Then, we show some examples of how 
different custom controllers can use these events. A loop starts like any activity in the 
‘inactive’ state. Once all its incoming links have been evaluated, its join condition is 
evaluated.  If the condition is false, it enters the ‘Dead-Path’ state and the ‘Activ-
ity_Dead_Path’ notification event is published; otherwise, the ‘Activity_Ready’ event 
is published. If there is a controller registered for the ‘Activity_Ready_Blocking’ 
Blocking with Callback Event, then that event is published instead and the path is 
blocked until the ‘Start_Activity’ incoming event arrives. Once the activity starts, the 
’Activity_Executing’ notification event is published and the loop condition is ready to 
be checked. 
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Fig. 2. Loop Event Model, based on a combination of figures 2.1.1 and 2.4.1 in [15] 

If a controller is registered for the ’Loop_Condition_True’ or the 
’Loop_Condition_False’ Blocking with Callback Events, the corresponding event is 
published. The controller then decides whether the execution may continue by send-
ing the Incoming Event ‘Continue_Loop_Execution’ or ‘Activity_Complete’. In the 
latter case, the activity enters the end state, while in the former case, the body of the 
loop will be executed and the nested activities enter the state ‘Executing’.  

Once a loop iteration completes, the ‘Loop_Iteration_Complete’ Blocking with 
Callback Event is sent (as always, only if there is a registered controller).  The loop 
iteration gets unblocked by receiving the ‘Continue_Loop’ event, at which point the 
loop condition is evaluated again and we continue as before from ’Executing’.  

If no controller is registered for the ‘Loop_Iteration_Complete’ BC event or the 
‘Loop_Condition_True/False’ BC event, then the engine performs the loop’s work in 
the ‘Executing’ state. Once the loop completes, then if no one is registered for the 
‘Activity_Executed’ BC event, the activity simply fires the ‘Activity_Completed’ 
Notification Event and ends. If there is a registered controller for the ‘Activ-
ity_Executed’ event, the engine would wait for its unblocking ‘Activity_Complete’ 
Incoming Event to end <while>’s lifecycle.  

Having explained the events of a loop, their use in different custom controllers is 
described next by sketching some potential extensions. 
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3.5.1   Examples of Loop Extensions and their Custom Controllers 
Consider a monitoring extension. It would register for only the Notification Events of 
the loop, i.e. there is no blocking at all. The controller would get notified of the life-
cycle changes in the loop, without affecting the process’s runtime behavior.  

Assume an extension that will trigger an action every time the loop is about to be-
gin iterating. Then, one would create a custom controller that filters out all events 
except for the ‘Loop_Condition_True’ BC event and that knows how to trigger the 
action. The controller will perform the action every time it receives this event. Once 
the action completes, the controller will send the ‘Continue_Loop’ event to unblock 
the path and allow the iteration to take place.  

Now consider a more elaborate example: a business process containing a loop is 
split among multiple partners, and a loop ends up being fragmented: several of its 
activities are in partner A and several others are in partner B. The controller needs to 
know about the lifecycle events, and needs to affect the navigation. It needs to work 
with a coordinator that ensures that all fragments start, iterate, and end together. To 
enable this, the fragmented loop custom controller is registered for the following loop 
lifecycle events: ‘Activity_Ready’, ‘Activity_Dead_Path’, ‘Loop_Condition_True’, 
‘Loop_Condition_False’, and ‘Activity_Executed’.  The controller sends the coordi-
nator a message when it gets to any of the ‘Loop_Condition_True‘ or 
‘Loop_Condition_False’ or ‘Activity_Dead_Path’ Events.  This means that the par-
ticular fragment of the loop has been reached in the navigation in that process.  

The other fragments in the loop are in other processes and their controllers also 
send a message to the coordinator once the loop is reached in the navigation of their 
processes. The coordinator now has the information it needs to notify the controllers 
of all the fragments of whether the fragments should go ahead in executing or not. 
The coordinator sends a message to the controller that the latter maps to the appropri-
ate unblocking event: either the ‘Continue_Loop_Execution’ or ‘Fin-
ish_Loop_Execution’. If the loop should iterate, the controller waits for the next 
‘Loop_Condition_True’ or Loop_Condition_False’ event and sends a corresponding 
message to the coordinator to signal the end of the iteration. The coordinator waits to 
hear from all fragments that they have reached the end of the iteration. It then sends 
each controller the appropriate unblocking message. The fragments will either iterate 
or end together as a result. More details on coordinating fragmented loops are in [19]. 
The details of the implementation’s usage of this approach to go from the WS-
Coordination protocols to the Event Model and control the engine are in [25]. 

4   Implementation 

An implementation of this approach has been prototyped based on the open source 
BPEL engine ActiveBPEL [1], the monitoring extensions added in [29], and propaga-
tion of process instance lifecycle events to a monitor over JMS [23, 29].  

The event model governs the behavior that needs to be common regardless of 
which BPEL engine is used. The part of the system that has to be created upon ena-
bling a new BPEL engine with this approach is the Generic Controller, including 
modifications to it and to the engine to enable creating and reacting to the new types 
of events. The engine must also be modified to support event notification. The  
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Fig. 3. Implementation in [27] 

Generic Controller is the glue code between the particular BPEL engine and our 
common event model, mapping from calls native to the former into known event 
types in the latter. The pluggable custom controllers work off of the common event 
model and are thus able to be independent of the particular BPEL engine.  

Our implementation uses ActiveBPEL as BPEL engine. The first step in enabling it 
for our approach was to instrumented it to support the event model in [15]. For exam-
ple, it has to be made able to stop where needed when a BC event is created, to be 
able to override a loop condition due to an event from the controller, and so on.  

The system architecture is presented in Figure 3. The event framework contains an 
interceptor, an event publisher, a response receiver, a message broker and a generic 
controller. The interceptor detects lifecycle changes from the processor/navigator, 
performs any necessary mapping to the generic event model, and publishes them on a 
JMS topic; a pub/sub implementation has been chosen to enable subscription of other 
components, like monitoring tools and audit logs, to the life cycle events. The JMS 
implementation used is ActiveMQ [2]. The controller subscribes to the events pub-
lished on the JMS topic. A custom controller implements filtering capabilities for a 
particular application domain and sends the filtered set of event types to subscribers 
either directly or via a pub/sub system (not shown in Figure 3, compare to Figure 1). 
The events that influence the behavior of the running process instances (Incoming 
Events and Call Back events) are sent by the controller to the engine via the queue in 
the event framework. The response receiver in the engine consumes the event notifi-
cations and implements additional logic that steers the reaction to these events in the 
engine according to the event type. The messages that notify the events contain corre-
lation information like the process instance ID, process model ID, the process lan-
guage construct that caused the event to be thrown, the event type, the engine ID, the 
custom controller instance ID, and any data specific to the event type (fault name, link 
condition, etc).  

The approach has been used successfully and independently in the three projects 
described above to test the concepts and their reusability. Detailed results are docu-
mented in [22, 25, 27]. 
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The approach itself does not dictate a particular technology for communicating 
with the custom controllers. In our projects, JMS was an appropriate implementation 
choice for. several reasons. First, the monitoring project required supporting possibly 
multiple monitors (subscribed only to notification events) that may be on different 
machines. Second, the business processes run over a long period of time and thus 
some quality of service guarantees are desirable (such as unhandled event persis-
tence). Third, some systems may require support for several BPEL extensions handled 
by different custom controllers that require the same events, in which case a pub/sub 
system provides much of the necessary machinery to manage that.  However, if one 
anticipates that their controllers will always be co-located with the engine thereby 
making a more tightly coupled system acceptable, then performance can be improved 
by using a different interaction mechanism.  

The complexity of a system using this approach depends in large part on how com-
plex the glue-code is, and that in turn depends on the particular engine chosen: how 
easy/hard it is to control and how far its native navigation model is from our event 
model. The approach itself has similar complexity to other approaches for injecting 
and controlling BPEL behavior: one must somehow attach the extension, register it, 
provide logic to perform it, and be able to manipulate the engine. However, imple-
mentations custom-built for a particular BPEL engine and/or extension might be able 
to do better as they can optimize for a particular engine's navigation logic and even 
provide the extension behavior directly as part of the native engine code-base. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work  

The framework presented here enables plugging domain specific extensions to exist-
ing BPEL engines in a systematic manner. The domain specific extensions can be 
used even within already deployed BPEL process models, without the need to change 
the process models. The extensions are based on a generic event model, which can be 
mapped on life cycle event models of existing systems and realized in terms of cus-
tom controllers that use the proposed framework. This renders the approach flexible 
and modular, while standard-compliance is maintained. These advantages are due to 
the generic architecture that supports reaction to lifecycle events in a BPEL engine 
and enables steering the execution of processes though external triggers.  

We showed that to support this framework, an engine has to be instrumented to 
support a set of events needed by its extensions. We refer to a base event model for 
common ones. A Generic Controller provides the glue between the internal navigation 
of the engine and event consumption and production. Custom controllers plug into the 
Generic Controller to provide the logic related to the extension. The system provides 
a mechanism to map extensions and custom controllers to a set of needed events.  

We are investigating how custom controllers can be combined to enable compos-
ability of extensions, and how they then affect each other. This is a non-trivial area, 
related to policy handling and middleware composability, not yet supported in the 
prototype. The complexity is both in composing the (possibly contradicting) needs of 
the extensions, their interaction with the engine, and the work of the controller.  
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Provided that our framework enables dynamic plugging of advanced features to 
BPEL engines, audit functionality must be supported that captures the execution of 
the extended functionality as well.  

We intend to build further domain specific extensions that use the presented event-
based framework and to improve the ones mentioned here. For example, the approach 
extending BPEL processes with aspects, based on WS-Policy, uses deployment data 
to state which activities may be blocked to help choose the blocking or non-blocking 
implementation depending on the existence of a subscription; this feature will be 
improved in future. We are also investigating tooling for mapping extensions, events 
and controllers with any instrumented BPEL engine. 

Acknowledgement. Ralf Schroth and Michael Paluszek for working on the imple-
mentation of this system. Stefan Pottinger for collaboration in the early stages. 
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